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Characterization of grain sizes in the reservoir impoundment behind Marmot Dam post-dam removal.
By Diana Di Leonardo, Chuck Podolak, Peter Wilcock

Introduction: In October 1999 Squier Associates performed a coring 
study to characterize the sediment that had been impounded in the 
reservoir behind Marmot Dam. They concluded that the reservoir was 35% 
sand and finer and 65% gravel and coarser (Stillwater 2000). Two years 
after Marmot Dam was removed much of the impounded sediment is gone.  
Along the banks are many vertical faces that we believe are undisturbed 
segments of the deposit. This study focuses on trying to characterize the 
reservoir impoundment based on pebble counts and a bulk sample of 
these vertical faces.  The work was done on a bar roughly 500 m from the 
former dam site.

Abstract: Marmot Dam was built in 1912 and stood until 2007 to 
divert water from the Sandy River to the Bull Run Hydroelectric 
Plant.  During that time Marmot Dam impounded a reservoir deposit 
of approximately 750,000 m3 of sediment.  Prior to dam removal 
Squier Associates completed a series of sediment cores and bulk 
samples to estimate the composition of the deposit.  Since 2007 the 
Sandy River has carved a path through the reservoir leaving vertical 
sections of the deposit exposed.  This study aims to use these 
remains of the deposit to make another estimate of its composition 
using pebble counts and a bulk sample.  Our results suggest that the 
deposit may be coarser than previously thought.

Results:
•The upper bound for the volume of the reservoir is 
1,070,000 m3.
•The lower bound (with bedrock) is 720,000 m3.
•The Stillwater estimate was 750,000 m3.
•The bulk sample has the coarsest grain size distribution.
•The pebble count of Vertical Face 1 is slightly coarser 
than Vertical Face 2 (Figure 1; Table 1).
•The largest grain of the bulk sample makes up 2%  of 
the total mass.

Discussion:
•Squier Associates divided the reservoir deposit into 
two distinct units.
•Unit 1 consisted of sandy gravel with cobbles and 
boulders.
•Unit 2 lay under Unit 1 and consisted of silty sand to 
sand with gravel.
•Both our bulk sample and pebble count of Vertical 
Face 1 were coarser than Squier Associates’ 
average results.  Our results are much closer to their 
upper bound for sediment size (Table 1; Figure 2).
•Our results suggest that the deposit may have been 
coarser than previously thought (Figure 2).
•There is much uncertainty with these results 
because of the limited ability to sample.
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Figure 2. Unit 1 results 
from Squier Associates 
(Stillwater 2000) 
graphed with the results 
of our bulk sample and 
pebble count.  

Size (mm) Upper Bound Lower Bound Average Our Results
Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 Pebble   

Count
Bulk   

Sample
256 100 100 100 100 98.4 98
128 60 99 100 80 100 75.40 55
64 42 98 70 56 98.9 56.15 45
32 31 93 53 42 96.3 36.36 30
16 22 88 40 31 93.7 27.27 22
8 18 81 33 100 25.5 90 20.32 17
4 14 72 29 98 21.5 84.2
2 11 63 23 90 17 75.3 6.42
1 8 53 19 80 13.5 64.7
0.5 4 42 13 64 8.5 50.5
0.25 2 31 11 50 6.5 37.4
0.125 1 15 4 32 32.5 19.5
0.0625 0 0 0 10 0 0

Table 1. “Summary of Squier Associates (2000) interpretation of reservoir 
deposit.” (Reproduction of Table 4 from Stillwater  2000) and our results from 
the bulk sample and pebble count of Vertical Face 1.  The percentages 
represent the amount of the sample that is finer than that size class.

Figure 3.  Unit 1 results from Squier Associates 
(Stillwater 2000) graphed with the results of our 
bulk sample and possibilities for lost fine 
sediment.  Bulk Alt 1 represents 35 kg of lost 
sediment finer than 8 mm.  Bulk Alt 2 represents 
70 kg of lost sediment finer than 8 mm.  

Figure 1. Grain size distribution for the pebble counts 
and the bulk sample.  Points further to the left 
represent finer grain sizes.

Left: View of former reservoir looking downstream.  Right: View of former reservoir looking 
upstream. Vertical Face 1 begins on the left and curves around to the middle of the picture.

Methods:

Left:Photo of tape lain for pebble count.  Middle: Photo 
of equipment for processing a bulk sample.  Right: 
Photo of bulk sample pit on Vertical Face 1.

•Performed Wolman pebble counts on two vertical faces using a 
gravelometer
•Dug a bulk sample pit into one vertical face
•Mapped exposed bedrock with a GPS unit
•Determined approximate volume of reservoir impoundment 

-Used LIDAR data from 2006 and 2008 to create polygons in GIS 
and assumed a wedge shape
- Used mapped bedrock to determine a lower bound for volume 
assuming that amount was characteristic of the whole reservoir

•Compared grain size distribution to Squier Associates results

• During our bulk sample 
we lost some fine sediment 
under the tarp and through 
some holes in the tarp.
• To see how our results 
would be affected by losing 
fine sediment I added one 
and two buckets to the 
results and re-plotted them 
(Figure 3).
•Both of the new lines plot 
almost exactly on top of 
the original line leading me 
to conclude that the lost 
sediment probably did not 
significantly affect our 
results. 

•Our results still suggest the 
reservoir impoundment was 
coarser than the original estimate.
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